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ABSTRACT 

The article describes the determination of the classification of a product for tariff and taxation 

purposes.  The classification was decided on appeal by the VAT and Duties Tribunal and hinged 

on quite subtle features of the appearance of the product.  These in turn depended on the 

materials technology involved in making the product, illustrating the broader context of trade in 

goods of ever-increasing technological sophistication and the difficulties which the Customs 

authorities may have in responding to this. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

While the tariffs on manufactured goods have been successively reduced from an average of 

40% in the 1940s to an average of 3% at the conclusion of the Uruguay round in 1994, they will 

still have a significant effect on profit margins for a wide range of products.  Moreover, for 

imports into the European Union, value added tax is levied on the import tariff increasing the 

total payable in the United Kingdom by a further 17.5%. 

 

The levels of tariff set depend on the classification of goods.  The classification decision for a 

particular product is made in the first instance by the customs authorities of the importing 

country using a system of 96 chapters as primary classification within which there may be 20 or 

more sub-divisions and possibly another 10 to 50 sub-sub-divisions.  The system is under 

continual adaptation, though inevitably lagging behind technical change by some years. 

 

 China 

 Over the last few years the tendency for British, Continental European, Japanese and US 

manufacturers to source some or all of their production in China has gathered pace to 

                                                 
1 Professor and Director of the Centre for Manufacture, UMIST, PO Box 88, Manchester M60 1QD.  Expert witness 
for the Appellant. 
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such an extent that China’s trade is now approaching Britain’s and actually exceeds it in 

terms of manufactured products. 

 

 British and other manufacturers have either set up their own factories in China, usually in 

partnership with a local concern, or have entered into manufacture and supply contracts 

with local Chinese manufacturers.   Either way, the goods supplied no longer represent 

just simple components but, in an increasing trend, represent sophisticated technology-

dependent products made to designs specified by the home manufacturer.  It is probable, 

therefore, that the number of products requiring classification decisions in which 

evolving technology is an important factor will grow over the next few years, even as the 

level of tariffs is further reduced following the conclusion of the current stalled world 

trade negotiations. 

 

THE PRODUCT AND THE PROBLEM 

This article is about the disputed classification of well-known personal articles in which a quite 

subtle technology is used to obtain a wide range of effects.  The articles are upmarket spectacle 

cases, produced in a large variety of shapes and sophisticated finishes, including plain patent 

leather, matt leather, snake, ostrich and crocodile skins, as well as metal, textiles and rubber.  

Over 100 different styles, each available in different colours, appear in the company’s current 

catalogue.  The figure shows an image of a typical case with dark green crocodile finish. 

 

Figure 1 

 

 

 

In 1999 Customs & Excise gave a classification which carries a tariff of 9.7% whereas the 

company, Optoplast Manufacturing Company Ltd of Liverpool, the Appellants, maintained the 
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classification should be one carrying a tariff of 3.7%.  Some hundreds of thousands of pounds 

sterling were at issue in the four years between the Customs & Excise decision and the appeal 

before VAT and Duties Tribunals in April 2003.  However, much more was at stake when 

projecting forward a few years, including substantial damage to the business in the face of 

competition from products serving similar markets but with lower import tariffs.  For the reasons 

given below, the Tribunal decided in favour of the company [Ref. 1]. 

 

THE TARIFF LEGISLATION 

The European Customs code was established by European Community (EC) Council Regulation 

2913/92.  Article 20 provides that customs duty is based on the common customs tariff.  The 

relevant nomenclature is set out in an Annex to the regulation together with the rates of the tariff 

as defined for each product class or sub-class and sometimes sub-sub-class.  The Annex is 

amended annually in the form of explanatory notes and the amended versions are published from 

time to time in the Official Journal of the EC [Ref, 2 gives one such explanatory note (CNEN) of 

particular relevance to this case]. 

 

The actual classification system, as distinct from the tariffs imposed by the various jurisdictions, 

is based on the Harmonised System which is maintained by the World Customs Organisation.  

The objective of the Harmonised System is to provide an agreed basis for the classification of 

individual products which is accepted by all trading countries.  As noted above, new products 

are constantly appearing on the market.  A significant proportion of these will require 

classification decisions by one or more of the numerous international committees which are 

either part of the World Customs Organisation directly, or formed within one of the various 

trading blocs such as the EU.  As this article demonstrates, such decisions are not always 

straightforward and recourse has to be had to an appeals procedure.  Here we are concerned with 

products classified under chapter 42 (not disputed), but as is not infrequent, reference was also 

made to other chapters (in this case chapters 39 and 59) when seeking to narrow the area of 

uncertainty and dispute. 

 

Within the product range are spectacle cases which are plastic injection moulded.  These have 

their own sub-classification, and were not, therefore, at issue.  The dispute centred on the more 

expensive leather finishes which Customs & Excise maintained in its formal department review 

had the “appearance of plastic sheeting” on those “outer surfaces being visible to the naked 

eye”.  As will be seen ‘appearance’ rather than, say, manufacturing method or materials used 
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was all-important because of the prescriptive note – the Combined Nomenclature Explanatory 

Note (CNEN) published in the official Journal of 28.10.99 for the purpose of aiding 

classifications within Chapter 42 [Ref. 2]. 

 

  Chapter 42 

 Chapter 42 covers articles of leather or composition leather, but also articles originating 

in the leather trade, but made from other materials.  The principal ‘other materials’ are, 

in fact, synthetic polymer materials which include plastics, fibres, rubbers, and therein 

lay the classification dispute. 

 

 Code 4202 is the sub-code which concerns us – suitcases, handbags, jewellery boxes and 

similar containers.  4202, in fact, allows some classification based on the materials used.  

With respect to sub-sub-codes 4202 31 to 4202 39: “articles of a kind normally carried 

in the pocket or handbag,” these are: 

   

  leather or composition leather 

  plastic sheeting 

  textile materials 

  other materials 

 

 From here on the numbering is not entirely logical since one might have expected that 

the four material options would correspond to four of the sixth digits 1 to 9.  In fact, 

while ‘leather’ is 31 and ‘other materials’ is 39, sub-sub-sub-codes are used to 

distinguish plastic sheeting (4202 32 10) from textiles (4202 32 90). 

 

 Whereas leather is a familiar, centuries-old material derived from animal skin, polymeric 

materials are the subject of continuous research and development, producing an ever-

expanding range of effects.  There are 20 polymer families and within just one – 

polyethylene – there are perhaps 1,000 commercial grades.  Moreover, almost all 

polymers are used in combination with other ingredients – colours being the obvious 

example – which further multiplies the range of effects commonly available by a factor 

of at least 20.  In fact, in its multiplying variety of effects and speed of development, the 

class of polymer composite materials is exceeded only by solid state electronic circuitry. 
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 It is clear, therefore, that classifications based on materials per se would be practically 

impossible to administer at the ports of entry.  For this reason doubtless, the additional 

Note 1 to Chapter 42 [Ref. 3], and the CNEN [Ref. 2] pf 1998 directs attention to the 

visible effects of the materials and the manufacturing methods used, rather than these two 

things themselves.  Classification is to be based on the appearance of the article.  In 

particular, a classification under 4202 32 10 “plastic sheeting”, which was the Customs 

& Excise view, is obtained according to the Explanatory Note [Ref. 2]. 

 

 “If a container has an outer material that is a combination of materials where the 

outer layer, being visible to the naked eye, is plastic sheeting (e.g. woven fabric 

of textile fibres in combination with plastic sheeting), it is irrelevant for 

classification purposes whether the sheet was manufactured separately before 

creating the combined material, or whether the plastic layer is the result of 

applying a coating or covering of plastics to the material (e.g. woven fabric of 

textile fibres), provided that the resultant outer layer, being visible to the naked 

eye has the same visual appearance as an applied layer of manufactured plastic 

sheeting.” 

 

THE ISSUE 

At the appeal hearing2, Customs & Excise, the Respondents, accepted that the spectacle cases 

did not, in fact, have an outer surface of plastic sheeting as referred to in 4202 32 10.  However, 

supported by evidence from the Laboratory of the Government Chemist, they relied upon the 

CNEN and argued that the outer layer, visible to the naked eye, had the same visual appearance 

as an applied layer of manufactured plastic sheeting and so the spectacle case should be 

classified under heading 4202 32 10.  The Appellant argued that the outer layer, visible to the 

naked eye, did not have the same visual appearance as an applied layer of manufactured plastic 

sheeting and so the spectacle cases should be classified under sub-heading 4202 39 00 (“Other 

materials”).  Thus, the only issue for determination in the appeal was whether the outer layer of 

the spectacle cases, visible to the naked eye, had the same visual appearance as an applied layer 

of manufactured plastic sheeting.  It was noted early on by the writer that in their written 

decision (2000) to the Appellant, Customs & Excise allowed a crucial elision of meaning to 

occur: the phrase ‘applied layer of plastic sheeting’ was used interchangeably with ‘plastic 

layer’, ‘plastic surface’ and even more generally ‘plastic’. 

                                                 
2 Philippa Whipple – Counsel for the Appellant; Hugo Keith – Counsel for the Respondents. 
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THE TECHNOLOGY OF MANUFACTURE 

Although the appearance of the finish on the cases was the determining factor, the technology of 

manufacture was relevant, because it determined what appearances were possible, compared 

with those appearances which one could expect an ‘applied layer of plastic sheeting’ to have.  

The manufacturing process of all the spectacle cases at issue begins with a hinged metal case.  

This is lined internally with a neutral fabric fixed by adhesive.  The exterior covering (which is 

also fixed by adhesive) is leather cloth. 

 

Leather cloth is a manufactured product which can be made to look like a whole range of 

materials, including leather.  For a given appearance, the manufacturing process begins with a 

woven or knitted cloth which is impregnated with a mixture of polymers, pigments, plasticizers, 

colour stabilizers and surfactants (the polymer mixture).  The textile base allows the finished 

product to stretch while the polymer mixture gives the desired appearance.  The impregnation of 

the textile base by the polymer mixture is obtained by first spraying the mixture on to the textile 

base and then scraping off the excess.  The amount of polymer mixture used depends upon the 

effect required.  When the excess has been removed, the amount of the polymer mixture left is 

very small and may not, in fact, form a continuous surface. 

 

The impregnated textile is placed on a surface which contains a pattern.  This gives many 

different effects, including ostrich, crocodile, lizard, buffalo hide, matt leather, nappa leather 

(suède), patent leather and many others.  The impregnated textile and the patterned surface are 

then passed through an oven at a temperature of 190 degrees Celsius to be cured.  The 

impregnated textile and surface are then separated.  The cured impregnated textile is called 

“leather cloth” and can be used in ways very similar to those used for sheets of natural materials.  

In particular, it has the textile property of drape, which is important for covering three-

dimensional surface, like those of a spectacle case, without ceases or wrinkles. 

 

This drape characteristic is in direct contrast to the common characteristic of plastic sheeting, 

which creases when laid round a corner.  Plastic sheeting does not conform to the contours of 

such a surface, as a direct consequence of its method of manufacture. 

 

THE QUESTION OF APPEARANCE 

While, as noted above, Customs & Excise in their classification decision used the word “plastic” 

as the key descriptor, sub-code 4202 itself explicitly distinguishes several forms of plastic 
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(technically “polymeric”), each bearing a different tariff – injection moulded plastic spectacle 

cases coded 4202 12 50 being one example. 

 

However, Customs argued that, with reference to chapter 39 – which actually is about plastic 

sheeting among other polymeric materials – plastic sheeting could be embossed to give different 

appearances. 

 

Here the question of reading across from one chapter of the tariff to another arises.  Chapter 39 

specifically excludes [note 2 (ii)] application to the containers of 4202.  Moreover, the tribunal 

decided on the evidence submitted, that plastic sheeting was clearly thicker than plastic film, 

which itself was thicker than the extremely thin layer of plastic coating left on the spectacle 

cases.  These could not, therefore, be claimed to have the appearance of an “applied layer of 

plastic sheeting”.  The two expert witnesses, this author and Mr Ivor Cohen from the Laboratory 

of the Government Chemist, were then asked to distinguish spectacle cases in a series of pairs of 

natural leathers and the corresponding leather cloth finishes.  Neither were able to do this with 

any certainty. 

 

The clinching argument was probably the ‘drape’ factor.  All present at the Tribunal hearing 

were mindful that the presence or absence of features characteristic of one material or another 

had to be observable by the naked eye – typically that of a Customs Officer.  The tribunal was 

clear that the absence of creases and white stretch marks at the corners of the spectacle cases, 

coupled with the sheen and lustres obtained (e.g. see Figure 1 above) was a clear indication that 

the cases did not have the appearance of an applied layer of plastic sheeting as required for the 

original classification.  The appeal against the Customs & Excise classification 4202 32 10 was, 

therefore, allowed and the cases classified as 4202 39 00 (“other materials”).  Appeal costs were 

awarded to the Appellant. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

As the Explanatory Notes to chapter 42 indicate, the tariff authorities have attempted to deal 

with the increasing product variety referred to at the beginning of this article by refining the 

classification definitions so that they can be reliably applied by Customs & Excise officials at 

the Ports in the first instance. 
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However, these attempts may be confounded, as in the present case, by the subtlety of effects as 

applied to something as simple in concept as ‘appearance’. 

 

These problems are amplified by the seeming arbitrary character of the different tariff levels – in 

the present case of sub-sub-code 4202 32 – a range of over two and a half times.  Many of these 

differences must surely be the result of history, rather than a reflection of present-day demands.  

So long as we have tariffs, it must make sense to reduce the number of classifications, and 

therefore disputes, by consolidating at least the sub-sub-codes.  A single tariff could surely be set 

for the chapter 42 sub-sub-codes, so that overall in the EU Customs Union the same revenue is 

derived as now without doing unreasonable damage to any particular country’s position. 
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